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Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos: Advances and Perspectives 2010-05-17
this book is a collection of papers contributed by some of the greatest names in the areas of chaos and nonlinear dynamics each paper examines a research topic at the frontier of the area of dynamical systems as well as
reviewing recent results each paper also discusses the future perspectives of each topic the result is an invaluable snapshot of the state of the eld by some of the most important researchers in the area the rst contribution in
this book the section entitled how did you get into chaos is actually not a paper but a collection of personal accounts by a number of participants of the conference held in aberdeen in september 2007 to honour celso grebogi s
60th birthday at the instigation of james yorke many of the most well known scientists in the area agreed to share their tales on how they got involved in chaos during a celebratory dinner in celso s honour during the
conference this was recorded in video we felt that these accounts were a valuable historic document for the eld so we decided to transcribe it and include it here as the rst section of the book

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics 2023-01-06
dedicated to professor s leela in recognition of her significant contribution to the field of nonlinear dynamics and differential equations this text consists of 38 papers contributed by experts from 15 countries together with a
survey of professor leela s work the first group of papers examines stability the second process controls and the third section contains papers on various topics including solutions for new classes of systems of equations and
boundary problems and proofs of basic theorems many of the featured problems are associated with the ideas and methods proposed and developed by professor leela

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics: Methods and Applications 2012-12-06
this is the second and final issue of the collection of papers that were contributed by friends and colleagues of late professor p r pat sethna of the university of minnesota to commemorate his 70th birthday on may 26 1993 the
first set of contributions was published in nonlinear dynamics as the last issue no 6 of vol 4 in 1993 as circumstances would have it professor sethna was diagnosed with cancer in the fall of 1992 and after an extended battle
with the disease he passed away on november 4 1993 just a few days before the first set of contributed papers appeared in print it is gratifying to report that the organizers of these vi foreword commemorative issues in
nonlinear dynamics were able to present to professor sethna on the occasion of his 70th birthday complete details of the planned commemorative issues this second set of contributions is dedicated in memoriam to professor p
r sethna as many of you are well aware professor sethna was an active researcher in the field of nonlinear vibrations and dynamics for nearly forty years making many fundamental and significant contributions to both the
theoretical and applied aspects of this field he was also recognized for his outstanding leadership and administrative abilities amply demonstrated through his position as the head of the department of aerospace engineering
and mechanics at the university of minnesota for twenty six years 1966 1992

Recent Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Synchronization 2017-07-25
this book focuses on modelling and simulation control and optimization signal processing and forecasting in selected nonlinear dynamical systems presenting both literature reviews and novel concepts it develops analytical or
numerical approaches which are simple to use robust stable flexible and universally applicable to the analysis of complex nonlinear dynamical systems as such it addresses key challenges are addressed e g efficient handling
of time varying dynamics efficient design faster numerical computations robustness stability and convergence of algorithms the book provides a series of contributions discussing either the design or analysis of complex
systems in sciences and engineering and the concepts developed involve nonlinear dynamics synchronization optimization machine learning and forecasting both theoretical and practical aspects of diverse areas are
investigated specifically neurocomputing transportation engineering theoretical electrical engineering signal processing communications engineering and computational intelligence it is a valuable resource for students and
researchers interested in nonlinear dynamics and synchronization with applications in selected areas

Advances On Nonlinear Dynamics Of Electronic Systems 2019-01-08
this book comprises the most recent advanced results on nonlinear electronic circuits and the contents range from networks synchronization memristors to several other topics both theory and advanced timely results are
included it provides an overview of popular themes in the field of nonlinear dynamics of electronic circuits with contributions from outstanding scientists

Recent Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Synchronization 2009
the purpose of this volume is to present a coherent collection of overviews of recent russian research in control theory and nonlinear dynamics written by active investigators in these fields it is needless to say that the
contribution of the scientists of the former soviet union to the development of nonlinear dynamics and control was significant and that their scientific schools and research community have highly evolved points of view accents
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and depth which complemented enhanced and sometimes inspired research directions in the west with scientific exchange strongly increasing there is still a consider able number of eastern publications unknown to the
western community we have therefore encouraged the authors to produce extended bibliogra phies in their papers the particular emphasis of this volume is on the treatment of uncer tain systems in a deterministic setting a
field highly developed in the former soviet union and actively investigated in the west the topics are concentrated around the three main branches of un certain dynamics which are the theory of differential games the set
membership approach to evolution estimation and control and the the ory of robust stabilization the application of these techniques to non linear systems as well as the global optimization of the latter are also among the
issues treated in this volume

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Control: A Report from Russia 2012-12-06
this third of three volumes includes papers from the second series of nodycon which was held virtually in february of 2021 the conference papers reflect a broad coverage of topics in nonlinear dynamics ranging from traditional
topics from established streams of research to those from relatively unexplored and emerging venues of research these include complex dynamics of covid 19 modeling prediction and control nonlinear phenomena in bio
systems and eco systems energy harvesting mems nems multifunctional structures materials and metamaterials nonlinear waves chaotic systems stochasticity and uncertainty

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics 2022-03-01
complex dynamics constitute a growing and increasingly important area as they offer a strong potential to explain and formalize natural physical financial and economic phenomena this book pursues the ambitious goal to
bring together an extensive body of knowledge regarding complex dynamics from various academic disciplines beyond its focus on economics and finance including for instance the evolution of macroeconomic growth models
towards nonlinear structures as well as signal processing applications to stock markets fundamental parts of the book are devoted to the use of nonlinear dynamics in mathematics statistics signal theory and processing
numerous examples and applications almost 700 illustrations and numerical simulations based on the use of matlab make the book an essential reference for researchers and students from many different disciplines who are
interested in the nonlinear field an appendix recapitulates the basic mathematical concepts required to use the book

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics, Volume I 1987
this first of three volumes includes papers from the second series of nodycon which was held virtually in february of 2021 the conference papers reflect a broad coverage of topics in nonlinear dynamics ranging from traditional
topics from established streams of research to those from relatively unexplored and emerging venues of research these include fluid structure interactions mechanical systems and structures computational nonlinear dynamics
analytical techniques bifurcation and dynamic instability rotating systems modal interactions and energy transfer nonsmooth systems

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Stochastic Processes II 2009-04-26
this book is to provide readers with up to date advances in applied and interdisciplinary engineering science and technologies related to nonlinear dynamics vibration control robotics and their engineering applications
developed in the most recent years all the contributed chapters come from active scholars in the area which cover advanced theory methods innovative technologies benchmark experimental validations and engineering
practices readers would benefit from this state of the art collection of applied nonlinear dynamics in depth vibration engineering theory cutting edge control methods and technologies and definitely find stimulating ideas for
their on going r d work this book is intended for graduate students research staff and scholars in academics and also provides useful hand up guidance for professional and engineers in practical engineering missions

Complex and Chaotic Nonlinear Dynamics 1994-02-01
nonlinear dynamics is still a hot and challenging topic in this edited book we focus on fractional dynamics infinite dimensional dynamics defined by the partial differential equation network dynamics fractal dynamics and their
numerical analysis and simulation fractional dynamics is a new topic in the research field of nonlinear dynamics which has attracted increasing interest due to its potential applications in the real world such as modeling
memory processes and materials in this part basic theory for fractional differential equations and numerical simulations for these equations will be introduced and discussed in the infinite dimensional dynamics part we
emphasize on numerical calculation and theoretical analysis including constructing various numerical methods and computing the corresponding limit sets etc in the last part we show interest in network dynamics and fractal
dynamics together with numerical simulations as well as their applications
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Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Control 2022-03-18
this book provides new research on the advances in non linear dynamics chapter one studies compactions in carbon nanotube arrays chapter two reviews the elastic and plastic type behaviours in the fractal theory of motion
at nanoscale chapter three analyses a particular model of tumour progression assuming that the invasive cells the connective tissue and the proteases are moving through a non differential medium governed by the non
standard scale relativity theory nsrt scale relativity theory with arbitrary constant fractal dimension chapter four studies the process of drug release from a polymer matrix chapter five examines the implications of drug release
from a polymeric matrix process chapter six reviews behaviours of travelling waves and shapiro step types in a tumour growth model chapter seven discusses the astonishing evolutionary dynamics of a class of nonlinear
discrete 2d pattern formations and growth models

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics 2021-09-23
this book commemorates the 60th birthday of dr wim van horssen a specialist in nonlinear dynamic and wave processes in solids fluids and structures in honor of dr horssen s contributions to the field it presents papers
discussing topics such as the current problems of the theory of nonlinear dynamic processes in continua and structures applications including discrete and continuous dynamic models of structures and media and problems of
asymptotic approaches

Advances in Applied Nonlinear Dynamics, Vibration and Control -2021 1993-01-01
the book is a collection of peer reviewed articles on dynamics control and simulation of chemical processes it covers a variety of different methods for approaching process dynamics and control including bifurcation analysis
computational fluid dynamics neural network applications numerical simulations of partial differential equations process identification and control lagrangian analysis of mixing the book is intended both for scientists and
engineering involved in process analysis and control and for researchers system engineering mathematicians and physicists interested in nonlinear sciences it provides an overview of the typical problems of chemical and
process engineering in which dynamical system theory finds a significant and fertile field of applications

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Control 2013
in recent years enormous progress has been made on nonlinear dynamics particularly on chaos and complex phenomena this unique volume presents the advances made in theory analysis numerical simulation and
experimental realization promising novel practical applications on various topics of current interest on chaos and related fields of nonlinear dynamics particularly the focus is on the following topics synchronization vs chaotic
phenomena chaos and its control in engineering dynamical systems fractal based dynamics uncertainty and unpredictability measures vs chaos hamiltonian systems and systems with time delay local global stability
bifurcations and their control applications of machine learning to chaos nonlinear vibrations of lumped mass mechanical mechatronic systems rigid body and coupled oscillator dynamics governed by odes and continuous
structural members beams plates shells vibrations governed by pdes patterns formation chaos in micro and nano mechanical systems chaotic reduced order models energy absorption harvesting from chaotic chaos vs
resonance phenomena chaos exhibited by discontinuous systems chaos in lab experiments the present volume forms an invaluable source on recent trends in chaotic and complex dynamics for any researcher and newcomers
to the field of nonlinear dynamics

Recent Advances in Applied Nonlinear Dynamics with Numerical Analysis 2017
this monograph is devoted to recent advances in nonlinear dynamics of continuous elastic systems a major part of the book is dedicated to the analysis of non homogeneous continua e g plates and shells characterized by
sudden changes in their thickness possessing holes in their bodies or and edges made from different materials with diverse dynamical characteristics and complicated boundary conditions new theoretical and numerical
approaches for analyzing the dynamics of such continua are presented such as the method of added masses and the method of proper orthogonal decomposition the presented hybrid approach leads to results that cannot be
obtained by other standard theories in the field the demonstrated methods are illustrated by numerous examples of application

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics Research 2020-11-02
this valuable new book focuses on new methods and techniques in fluid mechanics and heat transfer in mechanical engineering the book includes the research of the authors on the development of optimal mathematical
models and also uses modern computer technology and mathematical methods for the analysis of nonlinear dynamic processes it covers technologies applicable to both fluid mechanics and heat transfer problems which
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include a combination of physical mechanical and thermal techniques the authors develop a new method for the calculation of mathematical models by computer technology using parametric modeling techniques and multiple
analyses for mechanical system the information in this book is intended to help reduce the risk of system damage or failure included are sidebar discussions which contain information and facts about each subject area that
help to emphasize important points to remember

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Control of Mechanical and Physical Systems 2012-12-06
bifurcation and chaos has dominated research in nonlinear dynamics for over two decades and numerous introductory and advanced books have been published on this subject there remains however a dire need for a
textbook which provides a pedagogically appealing yet rigorous mathematical bridge between these two disparate levels of exposition this book has been written to serve that unfulfilled need following the footsteps of poincaré
and the renowned andronov school of nonlinear oscillations this book focuses on the qualitative study of high dimensional nonlinear dynamical systems many of the qualitative methods and tools presented in the book have
been developed only recently and have not yet appeared in textbook form in keeping with the self contained nature of the book all the topics are developed with introductory background and complete mathematical rigor
generously illustrated and written at a high level of exposition this invaluable book will appeal to both the beginner and the advanced student of nonlinear dynamics interested in learning a rigorous mathematical foundation of
this fascinating subject

Nonlinear Dynamics of Discrete and Continuous Systems 2021-07-26
this volume aims to present the latest advancements in experimental analytical and numerical methodologies aimed at exploring the nonlinear dynamics of diverse systems across varying length and time scales it delves into
the following topics methodologies for nonlinear dynamic analysis harmonic balance asymptotic techniques enhanced time integration data driven dynamics machine learning techniques exploration of bifurcations and
nonsmooth systems nonlinear phenomena in mechanical systems and structures experimental dynamics system identification and monitoring techniques fluid structure interaction dynamics of multibody systems turning
processes rotating systems and systems with time delays

Nonlinear Dynamics and Control in Process Engineering — Recent Advances 1985
the book discusses continuous and discrete systems in systematic and sequential approaches for all aspects of nonlinear dynamics the unique feature of the book is its mathematical theories on flow bifurcations oscillatory
solutions symmetry analysis of nonlinear systems and chaos theory the logically structured content and sequential orientation provide readers with a global overview of the topic a systematic mathematical approach has been
adopted and a number of examples worked out in detail and exercises have been included chapters 1 8 are devoted to continuous systems beginning with one dimensional flows symmetry is an inherent character of nonlinear
systems and the lie invariance principle and its algorithm for finding symmetries of a system are discussed in chap 8 chapters 9 13 focus on discrete systems chaos and fractals conjugacy relationship among maps and its
properties are described with proofs chaos theory and its connection with fractals hamiltonian flows and symmetries of nonlinear systems are among the main focuses of this book over the past few decades there has been an
unprecedented interest and advances in nonlinear systems chaos theory and fractals which is reflected in undergraduate and postgraduate curricula around the world the book is useful for courses in dynamical systems and
chaos nonlinear dynamics etc for advanced undergraduate and postgraduate students in mathematics physics and engineering

Recent Trends In Chaotic, Nonlinear And Complex Dynamics 2013-03-14
this book highlights recent advances in nonlinear dynamics and control with applications in mechanics and physics the book includes selected articles from the 5th conference on structural nonlinear dynamics and diagnosis
csndd 2023 and presents recent theoretical experimental and numerical findings covering various topics in nonlinear structural dynamics and diagnosis the main topics includes multiple scales dynamics energy harvesting
dynamics of mems nems and afm systems with time delay quasi periodic oscillations and synchronization stochastic dynamics analytical and semi analytical methods time series analysis control and analysis of switching
systems structural health monitoring nonlinear vibrations of structures nonsmouth dynamics nonlinear phenomena in discrete and continuum systems dynamic modeling and fault diagnosis constrained multi catenary systems
conservative chaotic system hysteretic structures and nonlinear pdes and their dynamics

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Stochastic Processes 2015-06-10
this book provides a broad understanding of the main computational techniques used for water hammer research in water systems the theoretical background to a number of techniques is introduced and general data analysis
techniques and examining the application of techniques in an industrial setting including current practices and current research are considered the book also provides practical experience of commercially available systems
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and includes small scale water systems related projects

Nonlinear Dynamics of Continuous Elastic Systems 2001-09-27
this book discusses various methods for designing different kinds of observers such as the luenberger observer unknown input observers discontinuous observers sliding mode observers observers for impulsive systems
observers for nonlinear takagi sugeno fuzzy systems and observers for electrical machines a hydraulic process system and a renewable energy system are provided as examples of applications

Fluid Mechanics and Heat Transfer 2024-02-26
the field of nonlinear dynamics and low dimensional chaos has developed rapidly over the past twenty years the principal advances have been in theoretical aspects but more recent applications in a wide variety of the
sciences have been made nonlinear dynamics and chaos in semiconductors is the first book to concentrate on specific physical and experimental situations in semiconductors as well as examine how to use chaos theory to
explain semiconductor phenomena written by a well respected researcher of chaos in semiconductors nonlinear dynamics and chaos in semiconductors provides a rich and detailed account of progress in research on nonlinear
effects in semiconductor physics discussing both theory and experiment the author shows how this powerful combination has lead to real progress with difficult nonlinear problems in this technologically important field
nonlinear carrier dynamics caused by low temperature impact ionization avalanche of impurities in extrinsic semiconductors and the emergence of intractable chaos are treated in detail the book explores impact ionization
models linear stability analysis bifurcation theory fractal dimensions and various analytical methods in chaos theory it also describes spatial and spatiotemporal evolution of the current density filament formed by the impact
ionization avalanche

Methods Of Qualitative Theory In Nonlinear Dynamics (Part Ii) 2015-12-01
mathematics is playing an ever more important role in the physical and biological sciences provoking a blurring of boundaries between scientific disciplines and a resurgence of interest in the modern as well as the classical
techniques of applied mathematics this renewal of interest both in research and teaching has led to the establishment of the series texts in applied mathematics tam the development of new courses is a natural consequence
of a high level of excitement on the research frontier as newer techniques such as numerical and symbolic computer systems dynamical systems and chaos mix with and reinforce the traditional methods of applied
mathematics thus the purpose of this textbook series is to meet the current and future needs of these advances and encourage the teaching of new courses tam will publish textbooks suitable for use in advanced
undergraduate and beginning graduate courses and will complement the applied mathematical sciences ams series which will focus on advanced textbooks and research level monographs about the authors daniel kaplan
specializes in the analysis of data using techniques motivated by nonlinear dynamics his primary interest is in the interpretation of irregular physiological rhythms but the methods he has developed have been used in geo
physics economics marine ecology and other fields he joined mcgill in 1991 after receiving his ph d from harvard university and working at mit his un dergraduate studies were completed at swarthmore college he has worked
with several instrumentation companies to develop novel types of medical monitors

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics, Volume I 2023-12-18
this is a reprint of m c irwin s beautiful book first published in 1980 the material covered continues to provide the basis for current research in the mathematics of dynamical systems the book is essential reading for all who
want to master this area request inspection copy contents some simple examples equivalent systems integration of vector fields linear systems linearization stable manifolds stable systems appendices readership graduate
students in mathematics

An Introduction to Dynamical Systems and Chaos 2013-01-22
the rotating shallow water rsw model is of wide use as a conceptual tool in geophysical fluid dynamics gfd because in spite of its simplicity it contains all essential ingredients of atmosphere and ocean dynamics at the synoptic
scale especially in its two or multi layer version the book describes recent advances in understanding in the framework of rsw and related models of some fundamental gfd problems such as existence of the slow manifold
dynamical splitting of fast inertia gravity waves and slow vortices rossby waves motions nonlinear geostrophic adjustment and wave emission the role of essentially nonlinear wave phenomena the specificity of the book is that
analytical numerical and experimental approaches are presented together and complement each other special attention is paid on explaining the methodology e g multiple time scale asymptotic expansions averaging and
removal of resonances in what concerns theory high resolution finite volume schemes in what concerns numerical simulations and turntable experiments with stratified fluids in what concerns laboratory simulations a general
introduction into gfd is given at the beginning to introduce the problematics for non specialists at the same time recent new results on nonlinear geostrophic adjustment nonlinear waves and equatorial dynamics including
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some exact results on the existence of the slow manifold wave breaking and nonlinear wave solutions are presented for the first time in a systematic manner incorporates analytical numerical and experimental approaches in
the geophysical fluid dynamics context combination of essentials in gfd of the description of analytical numerical and experimental methods tutorial part and new results obtained by these methods original part provides the
link between gfd and mechanics averaging method the method of normal forms gfd and nonlinear physics shocks solitons modons anomalous transport periodic nonlinear waves

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics and Control of Mechanical and Physical Systems 2022-02-01
this book provides readers with up to date advances in applied and interdisciplinary engineering science and technologies related to nonlinear dynamics vibration control robotics and their engineering applications developed in
the most recent years all the contributed chapters come from active scholars in the area which cover advanced theory and methods innovative technologies benchmark experimental validations and engineering practices
readers would benefit from this state of the art collection of applied nonlinear dynamics in depth vibration engineering theory cutting edge control methods and technologies and definitely find stimulating ideas for their on
going r d work this book is intended for graduate students research staff and scholars in academics and also provides useful hand up guidance for professionals and engineers in practical engineering missions

Water Hammer Research 2000-12-07
this important collection presents recent advances in nonlinear dynamics including analytical solutions chaos in hamiltonian systems time delay uncertainty and bio network dynamics nonlinear dynamics and complexity equips
readers to appreciate this increasingly main stream approach to understanding complex phenomena in nonlinear systems as they are examined in a broad array of disciplines the book facilitates a better understanding of the
mechanisms and phenomena in nonlinear dynamics and develops the corresponding mathematical theory to apply nonlinear design to practical engineering

Advances in Observer Design and Observation for Nonlinear Systems 2012-12-06
this second of three volumes presents papers from the third series of nodycon to be held in june of 2023 the conference papers reflect a broad coverage of topics in nonlinear dynamics both traditionally placed in established
streams of research as well as they stand as newly explored and emerging venues of research these include multi scale dynamics multiple time space scales large system dynamics experimental dynamics benchmark
experiments experimental methods instrumentation techniques measurements in harsh environments experimentalvalidation of nonlinear models reduced order modeling center manifold reduction nonlinear normal modes
normalforms systems with time and or space delays nonlinear interactions in multi dof systems parametric vibrations multiple external andautoparametric resonances computational techniques efficient algorithms use of
symbolic manipulators integrationof symbolic manipulation and numerical methods use of parallel processors nonlinear system identification parametric nonparametric identification data drivenidentification multibody
dynamics rigid and flexible multibody system dynamics impact and contactmechanics tire modeling railroad vehicle dynamics biomechanics applications computational multibody dynamics fluid structure interaction nonlinear
wave propagation in discrete and continuous media

Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos in Semiconductors 2001
this second of three volumes includes papers from the second series of nodycon which was held virtually in february of 2021 the conference papers reflect a broad coverage of topics in nonlinear dynamics ranging from
traditional topics from established streams of research to those from relatively unexplored and emerging venues of research these include nonlinear vibration control control of nonlinear systems and synchronization
experimental dynamics system identification and shm multibody dynamics

Understanding Nonlinear Dynamics 2007-04-03
backstepping control of nonlinear dynamical systems addresses both the fundamentals of backstepping control and advances in the field the latest techniques explored include active backstepping control adaptive
backstepping control fuzzy backstepping control and adaptive fuzzy backstepping control the reference book provides numerous simulations using matlab and circuit design these illustrate the main results of theory and
applications of backstepping control of nonlinear control systems backstepping control encompasses varied aspects of mechanical engineering and has many different applications within the field for example the book covers
aspects related to robot manipulators aircraft flight control systems power systems mechanical systems biological systems and chaotic systems this multifaceted view of subject areas means that this useful reference resource
will be ideal for a large cross section of the mechanical engineering community details the real world applications of backstepping control gives an up to date insight into the theory uses and application of backstepping control
bridges the gaps for different fields of engineering including mechanical engineering aeronautical engineering electrical engineering communications engineering robotics and biomedical instrumentation
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Smooth Dynamical Systems 2024-03-19
dynamical and vibratory systems are basically an application of mathematics and applied sciences to the solution of real world problems before being able to solve real world problems it is necessary to carefully study
dynamical and vibratory systems and solve all available problems in case of linear and nonlinear equations using analytical and numerical methods it is of great importance to study nonlinearity in dynamics and vibration
because almost all applied processes act nonlinearly and on the other hand nonlinear analysis of complex systems is one of the most important and complicated tasks especially in engineering and applied sciences problems
there are probably a handful of books on nonlinear dynamics and vibrations analysis some of these books are written at a fundamental level that may not meet ambitious engineering program requirements others are
specialized in certain fields of oscillatory systems including modeling and simulations in this book we attempt to strike a balance between theory and practice fundamentals and advanced subjects and generality and
specialization none of the books in this area have completely studied and analyzed nonlinear equation in dynamical and vibratory systems using the latest analytical and numerical methods so that the user can solve the
problems without the need of studying too many different references thereby in this book by the use of the latest analytic numeric laboratorial methods and using more than 300 references like books papers and the
researches done by the authors and by considering almost all possible processes and situation new theories has been proposed to encounter applied problems in engineering and applied sciences in this way the user bachelor
s master s and phd students university teachers and even in research centers in different fields of mechanical civil aerospace electrical chemical applied mathematics physics and etc can encounter such systems confidently in
the different chapters of the book not only are the linear and especially nonlinear problems with oscillatory form broadly discussed but also applied examples are practically solved by the proposed methodology

Nonlinear Dynamics of Rotating Shallow Water: Methods and Advances 2013-11-22

Advances in Applied Nonlinear Dynamics, Vibration, and Control – 2023 2024-02-18

Nonlinear Dynamics and Complexity 2023-03-03

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics, Volume II 2020-08-15

Advances in Nonlinear Dynamics 2013-07-18

Backstepping Control of Nonlinear Dynamical Systems

Dynamics and Vibrations
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